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Abstract. The urgency of the research. Blended learning is a modern trend in education. It enables the formation of synergies between traditional educational communications, electronic information dialogues and appeals to electronic resources. The effectiveness of introducing of blended learning in IT education depends not only on the adaptation of known approaches but also on the IT readiness of students and teachers, as well as the use of a variety of tools for modern learning management systems.

Target setting. System algorithms of blended learning allow to use the method of “small steps” and to create a composition of interrelated educational processes. The purpose of the study is to identify key processes, roles of learners, learning situations and outcomes. Information models allow to make changes in the components of the management training platform and to correct the methodology of IT disciplines teaching.

Actual scientific researchers and issues analysis. A number of scientific and practical knowledge of authors and their practical experience are the base of this research and the introduction of its results into a practical educational process. Among them are the implementation of the method of “inverted class”, the active involvement of specialists and the formation of simulation model of practical activity students for future.

Uninvestigated parts of general issues defining. The large amount of electronic resources, IT tasks and specializations leads to two wrong directions in IT education. One of them is general training which contains abstract examples of practical use. Another is a narrow specialization in the language of programming or development. To determine the balance of fundamental and practical training of an IT specialist is possible by structuring of educational role processes. The peculiarities of self-development in the direction of the management education platform and the teaching experience of the authors are the basis for making changes in the well-known approaches in blended learning of IT education.

The research objective. The purpose of the study is to identify key educational processes, to find algorithms of using internal and external electronic resources, to investigate the algorithms of blended learning, for example, how to make correct improvements in lectures, laboratory and practical classes.

The statement of basic materials. The algorithms of blended learning are based on introducing of changes into traditional forms such as lectures, laboratory, practical classes, their active using of self-training the possibilities of students, the active using of their own practical experience and the best practices of IT industry specialists and IT departments of enterprises of other industries. The introduction of the proposed algorithms is tested during the teaching of disciplines ”Algorithms and Data Structures”, ”Fundamentals of Software Engineering”, ”Project Management”, ”Computer Networks” etc. The main changes in educational processes are: using of special network simulation software and project management software; using new approaches tests construction and encouraging students their mastering; the students’ individual and teamwork in an education management system environment.

Conclusions. The results of the research consist of determining role-based behavioural educational processes in management of education systems. The new opportunities for dynamics of improving of educational resources is based on involving practitioners, the using of open distance courses and the using of new forms of work with students. The question of activating the role of employers in the educational process and involving them in the evaluation of students’ work, as well as the introduction of real cases, is an important issue.
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I. URGENCY OF THE RESEARCH.

The urgency of the approaches of blended learning is confirmed by many results of practical research and the tendency of increasing the open resources in education [1-3]. The development of e-learning platforms, industry groups in social networks and open e-learning resources is the basis for the formation of a personal educational environment and a self-education system [4-8]. Such a system requires not only a high level of student motivation but also needs special technical and methodological skills.

II. TARGET SETTING.

The formed mixed training course as an updated traditional course that contains a personal learning environment. The student has clear algorithms of assistance in the process of performing independent tasks and an orientation map of electronic training courses. Blended learning uses different forms and tools for working with students, teamworking and individual work. Effective balancing of such forms and tools is the basis of the success of blended learning methods. The task of the teacher is to identify the main topics of the course and to find the best practice scenarios for their study. Traditional lectures, video materials, closed tests should be...
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introduction of open distance courses and their use in educational processes of mixed learning.
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